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Shaving Cream tube
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and citrus note. A marvelous sensation of com-
fort for an awakening full of enthusiasm.
 
GrEEn ToBAcco
A harmonious and elegant fragrance. Extracted 
from the green leaves of tobacoo, its aroma tran-
smits warmth  and comfort with a particular  wild 
and wooden blend.
 
orAnGE BloSSoM
From the orange and lemon blossom, a lively and 
full bodied  fragrance is obtained, a mature pe-
tit grain harmonized with the glamour of jasmine 
and a touch of  highly precious rose.

Fragrances shaving cream Tube

MinT EnErGy
The freshness of the leaves of peppermint, linked 
to a soft balsamic effect, give our skin a pleasant 
and sprightly awakening.
 

Fragrances shaving cream bowl 

SAndAl
Wooden fragrance, rich  and dense with an linge-
ring perfume. olfactory sensations coming from 
the sandal are able to relieve the physical tension 
fighting depression and apathy.

AlMond
refined timeless fragrance with lingering aroma 
that takes us back to the past. delicate and soft, 
gives our skin a wonderful sensation of softness.
 
MAndArin And SpicES
The intense notes of the mandarin  harmonize 
with those ones of the cinnamon and of the pep-
per. its intriguing aroma and at the same time 
vital, transmits energy and passion.
 
BErGAMoT
A fragrance in Mediterranean style, with a fresh 

EdiTion privEE n°1
A refined and unique fragrance with provencal 
notes, wisely blended with a tobacoo one. An en-
chanting combination  for a first rate shaving.
 
BErGAMoT And TAnGErinE
The fragrance of the Mediterranean citrus. A won-
derfully fresh fragrance, able to transmit a good 
mood in the morning, giving  an awakening full of 
enthusiasm.
 
orAnGE And SpicES
The intense fragrance of the bitter orange blends 
skillfully with a mixture of spices. A really unique 
shaving cream.
 
All Mondial shaving creams are produced with 
natural ingredients, without  coloring or preser-
vatives

info@mondial-shaving.com, www.mondial-shaving.com
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“luXurY” Shaving Cream “luXurY” Shaving Cream

“luXurY” Shaving Cream

Shaving SoaP

- wooden bowl 
- traditional shaving 
  cream “solid texture” 
- long lifetime 
- excellent lubricity for a smooth shave 
- use a shave brush 
- 140 ml. capacity

lUXUry rEFill 125 Ml 
Suitable for wooden bowl. 
Available in 6 classic fragrances. 

ric-140-S (M--M/S--B--T--Z)

- plexi bowl black top 
- traditional shaving 
  cream “solid texture” 
- long lifetime 
- excellent lubricity 
  for a smooth shave 
- bowl with high edge 
  to avoid splashback of foam 
- use a shave brush 
- 150 ml capacity 

- travel pack shaving cream 
- traditional shaving 
  cream “solid texture” 
- long lifetime 
- excellent lubricity for a smooth shave 
- use a shave brush 
- 75 ml. capacity

- travel pack shaving soap 
- shaving soap “extra solid texture” 
- long lifetime 
- excellent lubricity for a smooth shave 
- use a shave brush 
- weight 60 gr. 
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monDial
SinCe 1908

our precious shaving creams first of all aim at offering you a new 
shaving experience able to give you pleasant moments in the mor-
ning. A concert of natural origin fragrances masterly blended  produ-
ces heady fragrance pyramids,  a real aroma therapy that, on your 
awakening, gives you a deep sensation of comfort. our precious 
shaving creams together with our precious Mondial brushes in pure 

badger, are able to create in few seconds a soft and silky foam. 
The shaving cream is  produced even now according to an old for-
mula, with craftmade procedures and without any preservatives. 
raw materials of vegetable origin carefully selected with refined oils 
and classical fragrances, give a really wonderful shaving, leaving 
the skin velvety and soft.
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